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Welcome to the latest edition of Active Silicon's News Focus. We’ve compiled 

some of the recent news posts trending on our social media channels to keep 

you up to date with developments from us, and from the wider vision industry.  
   

 

 

Imaging solutions for 
drones 
 

Technology for UAVs is developing 

rapidly as users adopt the flexibility and 

extended capability offered by drones. 

See how our cameras are helping. 

Read more  
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A closer look at artificial 
vision 
 

Our blog looks at interesting tech for 

artificial vision aids, from artificial eyes 

to smart glasses, aimed at both sight-

impaired human patients and robotics. 

Read more  

 

 

 

Imaging over Ethernet for superior pipe inspection 
 

When we launched our first Harrier camera interface board, one of the early-adoption 

applications was pipe inspection. Since then we’ve made customizations to many of 

our autofocus-zoom cameras and interface boards to meet the demands of this 

market, one of the most recent being the addition of IP Ethernet output. 

Read more  
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Computer vision 
opportunities 
 

2022 was a remarkable year, not just 

for us but the wider global computer 

vision industry too. Why? Read on to 

find out. 

Read more  

 

 

 

New expertise adds 
creativity & quality 
 

Our newest team members will ensure 

our components continue to be 

designed and built to the highest 

standards to meet growing demand. 
Read more  

 

 

 

Smart contact lenses 
 

From correcting vision to detecting 

disease, and even bringing science 

fiction-level AI to life, ocular devices are 
reaching new heights. 

Read more  
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Active Silicon, a Solid State plc company, is a leading manufacturer of imaging products, 

embedded systems and custom solutions. If you would like to stay informed of upcoming 

events, products and news in general, then please follow us on one of our social media 

channels below. 
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